Cleavage in conical sand dollar eggs.
Previous experiments have shown that the mitotic apparatus and the surface can interact and produce functional furrows in various unusual geometrical circumstances. The consistent development of the furrow in the plane equidistant from the aster centers has led to conjecture about the need for a special structural configuration of the subsurface in the future cleavage plane. In most experiments involving altered cell geometry, the relation between each aster and nearby surface was symmetrical, and the effect of that symmetry upon the position and orientation of the cleavage mechanism in the cortex has not been systematically analyzed. The normal symmetry of sand dollar eggs can be changed by reshaping them into cones. When the cone and mitotic axes are parallel, the aster center closer to the vertex is also closer to the nearby surface, and the cleavage plane develops on the vertex side of the midpoint between the asters. A mitotic apparatus oriented perpendicular to the cone axis produces in the base of the cone a normal unilateral furrow that advances toward the vertex, and a second contractile band that isolates the vertex region. This event only occurs when the surface is conical and the mitotic apparatus is perpendicular to the cone axis. Furrow formation is not restricted to the plane of the metaphase plate or the midpoint between the aster centers. The orientation of mitotic apparatus-produced contractile bands is not limited to the circumstances in normal cytokinesis, but may vary according to surface contour. These results confirm predictions of the Harris and Gewalt model of contractile ring induction.